Goals:

7 years from now, I want to see myself as an Entrepreneur. I haven't narrowed down my domain as I want to explore more fields and keep my options wide. Presently I am pursuing Masters in Software Engineering which enabled me to work and learn most modern software technologies and tools. The world of computing is undergoing a new transformation right from the root hardware level, the transformation of computing architecture into cloud has opened opportunities in different verticals of the computing world. I want to be a part of this revolution and contribute to it through my start-up which would most likely deal with web applications.

Areas of Interest:

Fast and reliable internet is the most important requirement with the growing dependency on internet. I worked on Carrier aggregated Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing using Multiple Signal Classification algorithm through which we have improved the throughput by 2%.

Mobile application is my most interested area. Cloud computing and NoSQL are the areas which I want to have a deep understanding.